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Adding Topics: The Essentials
Whenever you add a new Grid, it automatically creates an intro topic. Super
awesome! To add more Topics begin at the “My Grids” tab, select the name of the Grid
you would like to add a Topic to. You are now in the Grid Details view. Next, select
the red “Add New Topic” button.

Adjust the Response time
to fit the needs of the
Topic and your students.

You’ll need to add a title and prompt to your Topic.
These are required. The prompt is where you add any directions
and/or questions students will read to know what to respond about.

Bring life to your Topic by adding a Topic Focus!
It’s an optional setting, but can help get your students engaged in
your Topic before creating and adding their response.

Completing the steps above and clicking the red “Create Topic”
button are the bare minimum to get a new Topic added to your Grid.
However, check out the next page for other ways you can customize
your Topics if you click "More Options" before creating your topic.
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Adding Topics: More Options
“Look into the camera.”, “Speak
slowly.”, “Cite your evidence.”
are examples of a Topic Tip.

Add a file attachment as an extra
resource for your students when they are
preparing to add a Response. This could
be a HyperDoc, an image, website, etc.

With Video Moderation
turned on, responses to
a Topic will not be seen
publicly until approved
by the teacher.

Make sure to customize the
Video Features you would
like your learners to have
access to whenever
submitting responses and
when watching responses
that have been added to
the Topic.

Choose a feedback setting
for student Responses.
This feature is to allow
private educator feedback
to students. The basic
feedback is the default
setting, while Custom
Feedback allows educators
to create their own rubrics.

To provide feedback, access the video responses through your Educator
Dashboard. We discuss giving feedback in more detail on page 12 of this ebook.

